Changes to the Campaign Rules:
-Victory Conditions – The winner of a mission will be the one with the most OP at the end of the
mission
-Narrative Mode – A Player will play the same generic or sectoral army for an entire chapter
(There are 4 chapters during the whole campaign)
-Experience – Objective Points in a mission translate directly to both Spec-Ops and Army
Experience equally
-ex. If you score 7 OP in a mission you will gain 7 Spec-Ops XP and 7 Army XP
-Spec-Ops must be present on a mission for you to gain Spec-Ops XP (Not survive, just
be present)
-Spec-Ops and Army XP are separate pools
-Spec-Ops upgrades are based off the online Infinity Army builder
-If your Spec-Ops dies during a mission and fails its CUBEVAC and MEDIVAC rolls then you will
lose half of your previous (not from current mission) Spec-Ops XP rounded up
-If your LT dies during a mission and fails its CUBEVAC and MEDIVAC rolls then you will lose
half of your previous (not from current mission) Army XP rounded up
-In between chapters you can change the army you are playing
-(Optional Rule) In between chapters if you switch armies both your Spec-Ops and Army XP will
reset
-If your new army is within the same faction (ex. switching from Neoterran to Military
Orders or Vanilla PanO) only your Spec-Ops experience will reset
-You will retain both half of your acquired Spec-Ops and Army XP if you play the same
army
-Everyone will play exactly 3 missions per chapter (not necessarily the same 3 missions though)
-Chapter 1 Missions are: All 101 -> 102 -> 103
-Chapter 2 Missions are: Win 103 -> 201 or Lose 103 -> 202
Win 201/202 -> 203 or Lose 201/202 -> 204
All 205
-Chapter 3 Missions are: All 301 -> 302 -> 303
-Chapter 4 Missions are: All 401 -> 402 -> 403
-CUBEVAC - Against all armies except Combined ALEPH will pass all CUBEVAC rolls on a 19
(There is always a chance for failure)
-Against the Combined Army ALEPH will pass all CUBEVAC rolls on a 1 (There is always
a chance for success)
-Character Death
-Profiles with the classification Character and Spec-Ops can die during the campaign
-After a mission finishes where they were in a null or dead state they must make a
MEDIVAC and CUBEVAC (only if they have a cube) roll
-If both rolls are failed then that character is seriously injured and unavailable for the rest
of the campaign
-In between chapters if you stay with the same army you may make one additional roll for
any unavailable characters to see if they have managed to recover
-(Optional Hardcore): Character deaths are permanent so you do not receive an
additional roll in between chapters
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We have detected faint signals from an unknown signature, containing data structures of
non-human design emanating from no man’s land on Paradiso. Your mission is to investigate
and to recover as much information as possible.
Mission 101 - Data Recovery
Mission Objectives
-Analyze a Techno-device (1 Obj point each)
-Recover Alien Info (3 Obj points)
-Transmit Alien Info (3 Obj points)
Classified Objectives
-1 Classified Objective (1 Obj point)
Forces
Side A: 300 points
Side B: 300 points
Deployment
-12 inch deployment zones
-You may not deploy in base contact with a Techo-device
Special Rules
Analyze Device – Short Skill
-A Specialist Troop must be in base contact with a Techno-Device
-By succeeding at a WIP Normal Roll you will analyze the objective and roll on
the table
-Engineers and Hackers receive a +3
-If Player B successfully analyzes a techo-device that was analyzed by Player A
then that device stops being analyzed by Player A
1D20
Roll

Result

1-4

The Techno-Device Possesses the Alien Info

5-10

The Alien Info is in the Techno-Device nearest to this one. If this is the central
Techno-Device then, an even number on the die means it is the one placed to the
right of the player, and an odd number means it is the one on the left.

11-20

The Alien Info is in the furthest Techno-Device from this one. If this is the central
Techno-Device then, an even number on the die means it is the one placed to the
right of the player, and an odd number means it is the one on the left.

*Once the Alien Info has been discovered that player doesn’t need to roll again after analyzing a
Techno-Device

Alien Info Recovery – Short Skill
-A Specialist Troop must be in base contact with the Techno-Coffin or trooper containing
the Alien Info
-By succeeding at a WIP Normal Roll then you will successfully recover the Alien Info
-After recovering the Alien Info remove the Techno-Coffin from the table
-Engineers receive a +3 to the roll
-If base-to-base with unconscious or dead trooper that had previously downloaded the
Info no WIP roll is needed.
Sat-Link Transmit– Long Skill
-A Specialist Troop must be in possession of the Alien Info
-By succeeding at a WIP-3 Normal Roll you will successfully transmit Alien Info
-Hackers receive a +3 to this roll
-The Alien Info cannot be transmitted until the second Game Turn
Sat-Link Hacking – ARO
-In ARO to Sat-Link Transmit hackers can respond with a WIP-6 roll to block the
transmission
-If successful, that trooper cannot attempt to transmit again this turn
-EVO hackers roll at WIP-3
Alien Info Encryption – Short Skill
-A trooper possessing the Alien Info must be in base contact with an allied trooper with
EVO hacking device or Baggage
-By spending the short skill and without needing a roll you will successfully Encrypt the
Alien Info
-Encrypting the info applies a +3 to the Sat-Link Transmit skill roll and a –3 to the
Sat-Link Hacking ARO roll
End of Mission
-Game ends at the end of the 3rd game turn or at the end of the player turn in which a
player started in retreat.
Narrative Mode
Side A: 300 points + 1 Teuton Knight Lieutenant (Without applying Cost or SWC)
Must always be a Teutonic Military Order Sectorial Army
Extra Obj: The Teuton Knight Lieutenant is in a normal state at the end of the
game (1 Obj Point)
Side B: 300 points + Hussein Al-Djabel (Without applying Cost or SWC)
Must always be a Hassassin Bahram Sectorial Army
Extra Obj: The Teuton Knight Lieutenant is in a Null state at the end of the game
(1 Obj Point)

The Alien Info recovered in your last mission has led us to a previously unknown ancient alien
settlement. One probably related to those who built the Cosmolites. Lost in the middle of the
jungle, it seems that some alien Techno-Devices have survived the ravages of time. If they
could be activated in the correct sequence it is possible they could provide more information
including even the possibility of a bigger alien settlement.
Mission 102 - Activation and Triangulation
Mission Objectives
-To discover your Activation Sequence (1 Obj point)
-To activate a Techno-device in your sequence (1 Obj point each)
-To perform the Triangulation (3 Obj points)
Classified Objectives
-2 Classified Objectives (1 Obj point each)
Forces
Side A: 300 points
Side B: 300 points
Deployment
-12 inch deployment zones
-You may not deploy in base contact with a Techno-device
Special Rules
Discover the Activation Sequence – Short Skill
-A Specialist Troop must be in base to base contact with a techno-device
-Succeed at a WIP roll to roll on Activation Sequence Chart
-Engineers/Hackers receive a +3
1D20 Roll

Result

1-5

Map 1 (1-3-4-5)

7-12

Map 2 (2-1-3-5)

13-18

Map 3 (2-3-1-5)

19-20

Map 4 (1-2-4-5)

Sequential Activation – Short Skill
-Devices must be activated in order
-Specialist Troop in base to base with correct techno-device
-Must succeed at a WIP roll
-Engineers/hackers receive a +3

-If you posses a trooper with Baggage on the table then they receive a +3 to
activate Techno-device #2, a +6 on #3, and a +9 on #4
Triangulation – Long Skill
-Must have completed activating all the Techno-devices in your activation
sequence
-A Specialist Troop must succeed at a WIP-3 roll
-Hackers receive a +3 to the roll
-EVO Hackers receive a +6 to the roll
Jam the Triangulation – ARO
-In response to Triangulation any hacker can roll a WIP-3 face-to-face roll
-If successful that trooper may not triangulate again this player turn
-EVO Hackers receive a +3
Campaign Bonus
-If you won Mission 101, you do not need to be in base contact with a Techno-device to
use the Discover Activation Sequence short skill.
End of Mission
-Game ends at the end of the 3rd game turn or at the end of the player turn in which a
player started in retreat.
Narrative Mode
Side A: 300 points + Ko Dali profile (located in Paradiso Book)(without adding Cost or
SWC)
-Must be Yu-Jing or one of its Sectorials
-Ko Dali is the model that succeeds at Triangulation (2 Obj Points)
Side B: 300 points and must include a troop possessing sepsitor
-Must be Combined Army or one of its Sectorials
-Ko Dali is in a Sepsitorized state at the end of the game (2 Obj Points)

You have discovered the location of an unknown alien signal emitter and are racing to reach the
target and take control of it before anyone else. However the bad weather of Paradiso has
caused the breakup and dispersion of your forces. These separated forces can now see the
target, which seems to be a crashed alien ship with some kind of cloaking device still active.
You must break into the ship, circumnavigate any security still in place and scan any relevant
devices. Finally you must place a tracking beacon on the target that allows the extraction ships
to divine its exact location despite the active camouflage of the alien vessel. Who will be the first
to claim the alien device as their prize?
Mission 103 - Central Seizure
Mission Objectives
-Control Target Area at the end of the game (3 Obj points)
-Have your Datatracker in the Target Area at the end of the game (1 Obj point)
-Scan the Target (1 Obj point)
-Have a Locator Beacon on the Target at the end of the game (2 Obj points)
-Download information from the R.A.S Console (2 Obj points)
Classified Objectives
-1 Classified Objectives (1 Obj point)
Intelcom
-The special rule Support and Control may be used for your Classified Objective
Forces
-Side A: 300 points in 2 Combat Groups with at least 140 points in each group
-Side B: 300 points in 2 Combat Groups with at least 140 points in each group
Deployment
-All miniatures belonging to a Combat Group must deploy in the same section
-You will deploy each of your sections in one of 4 separate deployment zones
-The winner of the LT roll may choose either Initiative or Deployment
-By choosing Initiative you may choose who goes first and second
-By choosing Deployment you may either;
-Pick your deployment zones and randomize which section goes in each
Or
-Randomize your deployment zones and pick which section goes in each
-Your opponent will then randomize his combat groups in the remaining 2 deployment
zones

D20

RESULT

1-5

Deployment Zone-1

6-10

Deployment Zone-2

11-15

Deployment Zone-3

16-20

Deployment Zone-4

Hasty Deployment
-Due to the weather and dense confusing terrain you cannot move models between
combat groups until the 2nd Game Turn.
Deployment
-All levels of Mechanized Deployment and the Forward Deployment Skill only add 4
inches to that models Deployment Zone
-Troops possessing the Infiltration Skill may deploy inside their deployment zones
square without a roll but must make a PH-3 roll to deploy outside their square
-Troops possessing the Impersonation Skill may deploy inside their Deployment zones
square without a roll but must make a WIP-3 roll to deploy outside their square and a
WIP-6 roll to deploy in an opponent's deployment zone.
-You may not deploy troops, weapons, or equipment inside the Target Zone. If an
airborne trooper would disperse into the Target Zone they disperse an extra 8 inches, in
the same direction, to take them out of the Target Zone.
Target Zone
-A square area of 8X8 inches in the center of the game table
-It is considered to have walls of infinite height and blocks LOF
Access Points
-There are 2 access points located on the middle of the table on opposite sides of the
Target Zone
-A Specialist Troop in base contact may spend a short skill and succeed at a WIP
Normal Roll to open the gate
-Figures with G: Servant may be used to open the Access Points
-The hacking program Lockpicker may be used to open the Access Points
Target
-The Target is placed in the center of the table, inside the Target Zone
Scanning the Target – Short Skill

-To scan the Target a Specialist Troop must be in base contact with the Target and
succeed at a WIP Normal Roll
-Figures with G: Servant may be used but at a WIP-3 Normal Roll
Security System
-The Target Zone is protected by an automatic Security System
-Any rolled dice inside the Target Zone (other than an ARM or BTS roll) that rolls a 20
will provoke a strong energy discharge that will affect ALL figures in the Target Zone
-The effect is Damage 15 vs. BTS and inflicts the IMM-2 state
-HI and TAGs are also Isolated
Set the Tracking Beacon – Short Skill
-A Specialist Troop must be in base contact with the Target
-By succeeding at a WIP Normal Roll you will remove all previously set Beacons and set
your own
-Engineers receive a +3 to the roll

Download Info from the R.A.S. Console – Short Skill
-A Specialist Troop must be in base contact with a R.A.S. Console
-The Target must have been successfully scanned
-By succeeding at a WIP Normal Roll you will successfully download the Information
-Hackers receive a +3 to the roll
Controlling the Target Area
-At the end of the 3rd game round both players will count up the points of the troops and
markers they have in the Target Area
-The player with the most points is in Control of the Target Area
Last Chance
-Commanders know this is likely their last chance to retrieve this unknown artifact and
will not retreat until they have. In game terms this means the Retreat rule is not in affect.
End of the Mission
-The game will end at the end of the 3rd Game Turn.
Narrative Mode
-Side A: Will always be a PanO generic army or a Military Order Sectorial Army
-300 points + Father-Officer Gabriele de Fersen LT (without applying Cost)
-Side B: Will always be the JSA army
-250 points + 1 O-Yoroi T.A.G. without applying cost

 faction has managed to obtain the Alien Black Box, a device replete with unknown alien
A
knowledge and mysteries. Intelligence believes some of this information will lead to an even
larger hidden base, which could possess useful even active alien technology. However, it is first
necessary to decipher the information in a safe place, and the enemy is not going to make that
easy
The jungles of Paradiso are the perfect place for and ambush. The targets will not only be the
Alien Black Box, but also the officer in charge of its protection, the only member of the escort
that has been given access to this classified information. However, the hostile fauna of this
indomitable planet can hamper even the best laid plans.
Mission 201 - Jungle Ambush
Mission Objectives
-Defender
-To possess the Alien Black Box at the end of the game (1 Obj point)
-Evacuate the Alien Black Box from the table (4 additional Obj points)
-To have his LT alive at the end of the game (2 Obj points)
-To kill more Army Points then your opponent (2 Obj points)
-Attacker
-To possess the Alien Black Box at the end of the game (1 Obj point)
-Evacuate the Alien Black Box from the table (4 additional Obj points)
-To kill the enemy LT by the end of the game (2 Obj points)
-To kill more Army Points then your opponent (2 Obj points)
Classified Objectives
-1 Classified Objective (1 Obj point)
Forces
Side A: 300 points
Side B: 300 points
Deployment
-Before Classified Objectives are drawn both players will roll a d20 and the highest
number will be the attacker
-The Defender will deploy in a zone 12 inches deep
-The Attacker will deploy in a zone 16 inches deep
-In this mission the Attacker has Initiative and the Defender picks deployment sides and
order
-You may bring 2 lists for this mission 1 for attacking and 1 for defending
Special Rules
-Alien Black Box
-The defender must enlist a minimum of 1 miniature possessing the Baggage
special skill
-This figure will carry the Alien Black Box

-Who has the Alien Black Box is Private Information
-Both players receive a +2 AVA to all troops possessing the Baggage special
skill, except for special characters
-If your opponent successfully discovers, or reaches base contact with, a trooper
with baggage, you must then divulge whether that is the trooper carrying the
Alien Black Box
-Alien Black Box Theft – Short Skill
-Only troops with Baggage can carry the Alien Black Box
-The current carrier must be in a Null or Immobilized state
-A trooper in base contact and passing a PH+3 roll will acquire the Alien Black
Box
-If the current carrier is in the Dead state then you must pass a PH-3 roll
instead
-Alien Black Box Extraction – Short Skill
-Must be in possessing of the Alien Black Box and in contact with the back board
edge inside your opponents deployment zone
-At the end of the order if you are not in a null state (pass any ARM or BTS rolls)
remove the trooper from the table and Extract the Alien Black Box
-The Alien Black Box can not be extracted until the second game turn
Secondary Target: LT
-This is the LT designated by the Defender in his Army List and is public information
-Any other LT designated later by the Defender during the game are not considered for
this objective
Hostile Environment
-The Attackers deployment zone and the Hostility Zone are considered a Dangerous
Level Hostile Environment
-Any die roll of 18 or higher, inside the zones, (except ARM and BTS) causes
DMG 11 vs ARM
-The Hostility Zone is an area 8 inches from the center towards the defenders
deployment zone
End of the Mission
-The game will end at the end of the 3rd Game Turn or at the end of a Player Turn in
which that player started in Retreat.
Campaign Bonus
-The current leader of the campaign will always be the defender
Narrative Mode

-Defender – 300 points
-Will always be a PanO generic or sectorial army
-Attacker – 350 points
-Will always be a YuJing generic or sectorial army

 Without any data about the Alien Black Box nor any info on those who do the other powers in

Paradiso are forced to use more aggressive espionage tactics in their pursuit. Each must
instead infiltrate an enemy Intelligence facility and try to upload surveillance programs to
transmit any advances the enemy may achieve from studying the Alien Black Box. To enable
this a leak of infectious biological agents has been released and all personnel have been
evacuated from the facility. Now, they both have free access to the Security Room where they
can hack into the building’s intranet and upload the spy programs that will locate the Alien Black
Box.
Mission 202 - Hidden Witness
Mission Objectives
-To hack more Security consoles then your Opponent at the end of the game (4 Obj
Points)
-The hack the same number of Security consoles as you Opponent, at least 1 (2 Obj
Points)
-To delete the security record (2 Obj Points)
-To have more troopers in the Security Room at the end of the game (2 Obj points)
Classified Objectives
-2 Classified Objective (1 Obj point each)
Forces
Side A: 300 points
Side B: 300 points
Deployment
-Players will deploy on opposite sides of the table in an area 8 inches deep
-You are not allowed to deploy inside of the Security Room
-Troops possessing Airborne Deployment must use the Elevators
Special Rules
Cage Code
-Security Remotes target all models, are S0, and do not block LOF
-The IFF’s of deployable weapons (Mines, E/Maulers, CrazyKoalas, etc…) are
disabled and target any Order or ARO of any trooper (friendly or enemy) in its
trigger area.
-The Code also suppresses the use of any kind of Repeaters or the use of
G:Servant models
Security Remotes
-Security Remotes are all armed with Combi Rifles and Electric Pulse and have a
360 Visor and Total Reaction.

Biological Alert
-At the beginning of each Game Turn all troops and markers of both players
(including Hidden Deployment) deployed outside of the Deployment Zones, and
who have a Wound Attribute, must make a PH roll modified by their BTS.
-Pass the roll and you won’t lose your marker state
-Fail the roll and the model will be discovered and enter the Immobilized state
-A roll of 20 always fails regardless of BTS
-This Immobilized state can only be removed by a Doctor/Paramedic passing a
normal WIP roll or by the use of an AutoMedikit or Regeneration
-Failure on this roll means the troop will pass directly to Dead
-If the Immobilized model has a Cube then you may spend a command token to
reroll this roll
Security Room
-8 X 8 inch room in the center of the table with 2 doors on the centerline of the
table
-A Specialist Troop in base contact with the doors can spend a Short Skill and
succeed at a WIP normal roll to open that door
-The hacking program Lockpicker can also be used to open a door
Hack Security Console – Short Skill
-A Specialist Troop must be in base contact with a Security Console
-Succeeding at a normal WIP roll will hack the console
-Hackers receive a +3 to hack the security consoles
-If Player B successfully hacks a console already hacked by Player A the console
stops being hacked by Player A
Delete the Security Record – Short Skill
-A Specialist Troop must be in base contact with a Security Validation Console
-You must have previously hacked at least 2 different Security Consoles
-By succeeding at a WIP normal roll will Delete the Security Record
-Hackers receive a +3 to Delete the Security Record
Elevators
-This scenario takes place inside a building so all levels of AD Deployment must
use the elevators
-There are 10 elevators numbered 0-9
-All AD levels except AD: Parachutist may deploy on any elevator
-AD: Parachutist must roll a die and the second digit of the die corresponds to the
elevator they must use.
-ex. 11 and 1 correspond to elevator 1 and 10 and 20 is elevator 0
-This roll is made during the Deployment Phase of the game

End of Mission
-The Mission will end at the end of the 3rd Game Turn or at the end of a Player Turn in
which they started in Retreat.
Narrative Mode
Side A: 325 Points
Must always be a Nomad generic or sectorial army
Side B: 300 Points
Must always be a Haqqislamite generic or sectorial army

 high level specialist has been called into the zone of operations to consult on the Alien Black
A
Box. Their mission has been accomplished and they must be evacuated off planet. However,
this specialist, and the knowledge he carries, is too valuable a target for the other powers to just
let him go.
Mission 203 - Exfiltration
Mission Objectives
Defender
-To be synchronized with the V.I.P. at the end of the game (2 Obj points)
-To evacuate the V.I.P. (3 additional Obj points)
-To evacuate the V.I.P. with your Datatracker (1 additional Obj points)
-To damage the Orbital Tracking Module (1 Obj point per STR destroyed)
Attacker
-To be synchronized with the V.I.P. at the end of the game (2 Obj points)
-To evacuate the V.I.P. (3 additional Obj points)
-To evacuate the V.I.P. with your Datatracker (1 additional Obj points)
-To protect the Orbital Tracking Module (1 Obj point per STR remaining)
Classified Objectives
-1 Classified Objective (1 Obj point)
Forces
Defender: 300 points
Attacker: 300 points
Deployment
-Before Classified Objectives are drawn both players will roll a d20 the highest number
will be the attacker
-The Defender will deploy in a deployment zone 12 inches deep
-The Attacker will deploy in 2 deployment zones of 12X12 inches in both corners
of their side of the game table
-In this mission the Attacker has Initiative and the Defender picks deployment sides and
order
-You may bring 2 lists for this mission 1 for attacking and 1 for defending
Special Rules
V.I.P.
-The V.I.P. uses the civilian rules
-They are neutral to the defender
-They are hostile to the attacker until synchronized by one of their troops
-The V.I.P. must be deployed synchronized to one of the defenders troops
-This troop cannot be a part of any link team or coordinated order
Synchronize V.I.P. – Short Skill

-A trooper must be in base contact with the V.I.P.
-Cannot be currently synchronized with any other figure
-Without any roll needed the V.I.P. will become synchronized with the trooper
who performed this short skill
V.I.P. Exfiltration – Short Skill
-Must be synchronized with the V.I.P. and have both you and the V.I.P. in contact
with the board edge in your exfiltration zone
-At the end of the order if you and the V.I.P. are not in a null state (pass any ARM
or BTS rolls) remove the trooper and V.I.P. from the table and Extract the V.I.P.
-The V.I.P. cannot be exfiled until the second game turn
Exfiltration Zones
Defender
-The Defenders exfiltration zone is the section of board edge in between
the attackers 2 deployment zones
Attacker
-The Attackers exfiltration zones are in the corners opposite their
deployment zone and are 12 inches long
-After synchronizing with the V.I.P. the first time the Attacker must roll a
d20. A result of 1-10 the Attacker must use Exfiltration Zone A and a
result of 11-20 they must use Exfiltration Zone B
Orbital Tracking Module
-The OTM is a reinforced structure that can only be destroyed by CC Attacks with
CC Weapons that have the Anti-Material trait.
-The OTM has ARM 6, BTS 6, and STR 3
-Due to the surprising nature of the ambush the defender cannot immediately
locate the module being used to track them. In game terms this means the OTM
cannot be damaged until the 2nd Game Turn
End of Mission
-The Mission will end at the end of the 3rd Game Turn or at the end of the Player Turn in
which they started in Retreat.
Narrative Mode – 1
-Attacker: 300 points
-Must be a Nomad generic or Sectorial army.
-Defender: 325 points
-Must be the Yu Jing Imperial Service Sectorial Army

The enemy is using Suborbital Acceleration Capsules to transport the Civilian Engineers who
have analyzed the data obtained from the Alien Black Box. It is vital to capture them alive to get
the information and find out where the Alien Black Box is being taken
To achieve this, a small commando team must reach an inactive enemy auxiliary landing zone.
Once there, they must divert the power source and scramble the landing beacon signals. In this
way, they will confuse the autopilot of the capsules and be able to kidnap the Civilian Engineers,
evacuating them via a ground route.
Mission 204: Hijacking!
Mission Objectives
-To Divert Power from the Energy Console (1 Obj point at the end of the Game)
-To have more Landing Beacons Scrambled (1 Obj point at the end of each Game Turn)
-To Evacuate a Civilian Engineer (2 Obj points per Engineer)
No Classified Objectives and no HVT’s deployed
Forces
Side A: 300 points
Side B: 300 points
Deployment
-Players will deploy on opposite sides of the game table in deployment zones 12 inches
deep
-Figures using Airborne Deployment may not deploy until the second Game Turn
Special Rules
Divert Power from the Energy Console - Short Skill
-A Specialist Troop must be in base contact with the Energy Console
-By succeeding at a WIP Normal Roll you will stop diverting power to any other
player and start diverting power to you
-EVO Hackers and Engineers receive a +3 to the roll
Scramble a Landing Beacon - Short Skill
-A Specialist Troop must be in base contact with a Landing Beacon
-By succeeding at a WIP Normal Roll you will Scramble the Landing Beacon for
yourself and remove the Scrambling for any other player
-If you are currently Diverting Power for yourself then you get a +3 to the roll
-EVO Hackers receive an additional +3 to the roll
Civilian Engineer
-At the beginning of each Game Turn a Civilian Engineer lands on the table
-The Civilian Engineer must be deployed on a Circular Template placed entirely
inside the Dropship Landing Area

-The player with the majority of Landing Beacons Scrambled will decide where
the Civilian Engineer lands
-If players are tied, or no Beacons are Scrambled yet, then place the
Civilian Engineer on the center of the table with a circular template over
him. He then disperses by rolling a d20 for the direction and a d20/2
rounded down for distance
-Civilian Engineers are treated as neutral civilians
-In this scenario troops possessing Stun ammunition may target a Civilian
Engineer with it
-In this scenario Stun ammunition will cause the Civilian Engineer to
immediately unsychronize with any figure
Synchronize Civilian Engineer - Short Skill
-A figure must be in base contact with a Civilian Engineer
-By passing a WIP Normal Roll you will be synchronized with the Civilian
Engineer
-Specialist Troops can synchronize with 2 Civilian Engineers, everyone else can
only synchronize with one
Evacuate a Civilian Engineer - Short Skill
-Must be synchronized with the Civilian Engineer and have both you and the
Civilian Engineer in contact with the board edge in your evacuation zone
-At the end of the order if you and the Civilian Engineer are not in a null state
(pass any ARM or BTS rolls) remove the trooper and Civilian Engineer from the
table and Evacuate the Civilian Engineer
Evacuation Zones
Each players evacuation zone is the board edge in the back edge of their own
deployment zones
End of Mission
The Mission will end at the end of the 3rd Game Turn or at the end of a Player Turn in
which that Player started in Retreat.
Narrative Mode
Side A: 300 points
-Must always be a PanO generic or sectorial army
Side B: 325 points
-Must always be an Ariadnan generic or sectorial army

After obtaining information on which Mag-Lev train will be transporting the unencrypted Alien
Black Box an interception mission must be quickly put into action. The primary goal will be to
board the train after it stops, and divert it to an isolated station in the middle of the Paradiso
jungle. However the current owner of the Alien Black Box, possessing part of the information
taken from the Alien device, and alerted by the kidnapping of their Civilian Engineers, prepares
a counteroffensive to avoid this, and send their Mag-Lev to a hidden location unknown to the
enemy.
205 Emergency Station
Mission Objectives
-To download codes from the Maintenance and emergency Stop Panel/MESP (1 Obj
Point only once)
-To divert the Mag-Lev train to your hidden station (5 Obj points)
-To kill between 75 and 150 Army Points (1 Obj point)
-To kill between 151 and 250 Army Points (3 Obj points)
-To kill more than 250 Army Points (4 Obj points)
No Classified Objectives and No HVT’s deployed
Forces
Side A: 300 points
Side B: 300 points
Deployment
-Player will deploy on opposite sides of the game table in deployment zones 8 inches
deep
-Troops using any level of Airborne Deployment must deploy using the elevators
Special Rules
Mag-Lev Rail Area
-Is an area along the central line of the game table extending 2 inches wide on
both sides of the center line
-The arrival of the Mag-Lev train at the beginning of the 2nd Game Turn means
the automatic death and removal of any troop located in the Mag-Lev Rail Area
Mag-Lev Train
-The Mag-Lev Train arrives at the beginning of the second game turn
-Is composed of 2 Train Cabs and 1 Open Wagon between them
-There are up to 6 containers randomly placed on the Open Wagon once the
train arrives
-To place the containers roll a d20 for each numbered spot, starting at 1, on the
open wagon. If the roll is an 11 or higher then place a container there, after 6
containers are placed stop rolling.

-The Train Cabs are the same height as the tunnel and therefore are considered
to have infinite height and block LOF.
-Each Train Cab has 1 Access Point that is a Wide Gate Marker
-When the Train leaves at the end of the game then all models and markers on
either the Train Cabs or Open Wagon are considered killed and not counted for
Victory Points
Train Cab Access Gates
-Start the game closed
-A specialist troop in base contact can spend a short skill and pass a WIP Normal
Roll to open the Access Gate
-The program Lockpicker can also be used to open an Access Gate
Download Codes - Short Skill
-A Specialist must be in base contact with a Maintenance and Emergency Stop
Panel (MESP)
-By succeeding at a WIP Normal Roll you will successfully download the codes
-EVO Hackers receive a +3 to the roll
Lock the AutoPilot Console - Short Skill
-You may only lock your own AutoPilot Console
-A player’s AutoPilot Console is the console in the Train Cab to his
deployment zones left
-A Specialist Troop must be in base contact with the AutoPilot Console
-By passing a WIP Normal Roll you will Lock you AutoPilot Console with your
destination
-If the trooper performing this skill has previously downloaded Codes from the
MESP they receive a +3 to the roll
-EVO Hackers receive an additional +3 to the roll
Unlock the AutoPilot Console - Short Skill
-You may only unlock your opponents AutoPilot Console
-Your opponent’s AutoPilot Console is the console in the Train Cab to the
right of your deployment zone
-The console must have been previously locked by your opponent
-A Specialist Troop must be in base contact with the AutoPilot Console
-By passing a WIP Normal Roll you will Unlock the AutoPilot Console
-If the trooper performing this skill has previously downloaded Codes from the
MESP they receive a +3 to this roll
-EVO Hackers receive and additional +3 to the roll

Diverting the Mag-Lev Train
-At the end of the 3rd Game Turn, and every Game Turn after, the Mag-Lev train
will attempt to leave, and be removed from the table, to whoever has locked their
AutoPilot Console.
-If only one player has locked their AutoPilot console then the Mag-Lev train will
be diverted to their secret location.
-If both players have locked their AutoPilot console then the Mag-Lev train does
not leave the table and both AutoPilot consoles unlock
-If neither player has locked their AutoPilot console then the Mag-Lev train leaves
the station for its original destination,and is removed from the table, and the
Objective Points are lost
Elevators
-This scenario takes place inside a tunnel so all levels of AD Deployment must
use the elevators
-There are 8 elevators numbered 1-8
-All AD levels except AD: Parachutist may deploy on any elevator
-AD: Parachutist must roll a die and the second digit of the die corresponds to the
elevator they must use.
-ex. 11 and 1 correspond to elevator 1 and 8 and 18 is elevator 8
-Results of 9, 10, 19, and 20 should be rerolled.
-This roll is made during the Deployment Phase of the game
No Exit
-Officers in command know this is the decisive moment to steal or keep the
secrets within the Alien Black Box.
-For this mission the Retreat rules are not applied
End of Mission
-The Mission will end at the end of the Game Turn in which the Mag-Lev Train departed
the tunnel, and left the game table.
Campaign Bonus
-If you won mission 203 or 204 then you may choose to be able to download the codes
from the MESP without needing to be in base contact with the console, however if you
do then your opponent automatically wins the Initiative roll. (Even if you have Lvl. 3 of
Immediate Deployment Military Specialty)
Narrative Mode
Side A: 300 points
-Must always be the PanO Military Order Sectorial Army and take a Knight of the
Holy Sepulchre LT without applying Cost or AVA
Side B: 350 points

-Must always be the Morat Aggression Force of the Combined Army

 actions from all over the Human Sphere were on O12’s orbital base, the EveningStar, to
F
witness the Tohaa Ambassadors; Maara Seegur, Paanil Comaara, and Naaz EngooriL signing
of the Tohaa treaty when the proceedings were interrupted by a Combined Army assault force.
With the base severely damaged everyone must evacuate as soon as possible. However, there
probably will not be enough time or evacuation dropships to get all evacuees off-station, so this
has become an “every man for himself” situation and those previously allied are now
adversaries.
The forces of both players are on Level 44. However, the automatic systems have not been
able to activate the Emergency Protocols as the consoles on that level are not operational.
Moreover, during the assault a projectile destroyed part of the level’s System Control Post, so
until it is repaired the dropships cannot be activated.
Now, while the alarms how, both forces will try to win a countdown run to repair and activate
the emergency systems, and evacuate the orbital ship, leaving their adversaries trapped in a
station which is about to explode.
301 - Countdown Run
Mission Objectives
-To install the Emergency Protocols in the System Terminal (1 Obj Points)
-To start the system from the System Terminal (1 Obj Points)
-To evacuate 1-75 points worth of troops (1 Obj Points)
-To evacuate 76-150 points worth of troops (2 Obj Points)
-To evacuate more than 150 points worth of troops (3 Obj Points)
-To evacuate more points then your opponent (4 Obj Points)
-To evacuate your Datatracker (1 Obj Point)
This mission has no Classified Objectives and no HVT is deployed.
Forces
Side A: 300 points
Side B: 300 points
Deployment
-The deployment zone of each player is a triangle of 12X18X22 inches formed by one of
the corners of the game table (See Deployment Map)
-You may not use the Airborne Deployment, Forward Deployment, or Mechanized
Deployment skills to deploy outside your deployment zone in this mission
-You may not use Infiltration or Impersonation skills to deploy inside the Control Post
-If you want to use Infiltration or Impersonation to deploy outside of their Deployment
Zone, but inside of its half of the table, must succeed at a PH-3/WIP-3 roll. To be able to
deploy into the enemy half of the table you must succeed at a PH-6/WIP-6 roll.
-You must replace a models normal roll with this roll and any MOD applied to the
original roll by a special skill, piece of equipment or rule will be added to this roll.

Special Rules
Control Post
-The control post is an 8X8 inch room placed in the center of the table and is
considered to have walls of infinite height
-The Access Points begin the game closed but unlocked
Start the System - Short Skill
-A specialist or model with G:Servant must be in base contact with the System
Terminal
-By succeeding at a WIP-3 roll they will successfully start the system
-Hackers may attempt to Start the System as long as the System Terminal is
inside their Hacking Area (ZOC, repeaters, etc.)
-If you have previously downloaded the Emergency Protocols you receive a +3 to
the roll
-Engineers receive an additional +3 to the roll
Install the Emergency Protocols - Short Skill
-You must have previously downloaded the Emergency Protocols
-A specialist or model with G:Servant must be in base contact with the System
Terminal
-By succeeding at a WIP normal roll you will successfully Install the Emergency
Protocols
-Hackers may attempt to Install the Emergency Protocols as long as the System
Terminal is inside their Hacking Area (ZOC, repeaters, etc.)
Download the Emergency Protocols - Short Skill
-A specialist or model with G:Servant must be in base contact with the Access
Console
-By succeeding at a WIP normal roll you will successfully Download the
Emergency Protocols
-Hackers may attempt to Download the Emergency Protocols as long as the
Access Console is inside their Hacking Area (ZOC, repeaters, etc.)
-Hackers who are in base contact with the Access Console receive a +3 to the
roll
-EVO Hackers receive a +3 to the roll even if they are not in base contact

Structural Bulkhead
-There are 3 Structural Bulkheads. 2 Placed 8 inches from the edge of the table
with the evacuation zones and are 4X16 inches in size. 1 is placed in between
the 2 deployment zones and is 4X8 inches in size.
-All structural bulkheads are considered to have infinite height, completely block
LOF, and they may not be passed through.

Evacuation Zone
-There are 3 Evacuation Zones each 4X4 inches large. One zone is place along
the central line of the battlefield touching the board edge opposite the
deployment zones. The other two are placed 1 inch away on either side of the
first
-Each Evacuation Zone is public information and should either be marked out by
scenery items or allowed to be freely measured by either play at any time
Evacuate Troops - Long Skill
-Only your LT may declare this skill
-You must have previously Started the System and Installed the Emergency
Protocols
-You may only Evacuate Troops out of an Evacuation Zone that contains only
friendly troopers
-By spending an order and without a roll successfully evacuate all friendly
troopers inside 1 of the 3 Evacuation Zones
-Evacuated models are removed from the table.
Evacuated Troops
-Evacuated troops will never count as casualties but do stop providing their order
to the order pool.
-If your LT is evacuated then your army will be in LOL for your following turn.
-Models using CASEVAC on an unconscious model will evacuate himself and the
CASEVAC model
Limited Time
-The EveningStar Orbital is under attack and about to explode but everyone is
unsure as to exactly when so both players must play using the Limited Time
special rule
-Before starting the 3rd turn and before every following turn, one of the players
must roll a dice.
-If the result is a 10 or lower then the station does not explode and the game
continues another turn
-Every roll after the first receives a cumulative -3 modifier to the roll; so
before turn 4 you need to roll a 7 or less, and before turn 5 a 4 or less.
-Any models not evacuated when the EveningStar explodes die automatically
and the game will end
-Models that die this way do not get a MEDIVAC roll and their CUBEVAC
roll is performed as if they were the only model on the table
Optional Limited Time

-In addition to the required Limited Time rule both players may agree to play with
this additional rule to help simulate the uncertainty and desperate nature of the
mission
-Each player will have only 20 minutes of real time to complete their player turn
-Any orders left after this 20 minutes are lost and your player turn ends
CUBEVAC/MEDIVAC
-All CUBEVAC rolls for troops that die when the EveningStar explodes are made
without any modifiers for Doctors, Baggage, etc.
-Models that were CASEVAC’d and evacuated via dropship receive any modifiers
for models that evacuated as well.
End of Mission
-The Mission will end immediately after the EveningStar explodes.

The dropships and escape pods managing to launch before the destruction of the EveningStar
Orbital were scattered across a wide area of the Norstralia continent of Paradiso. Most
importantly one of these craft held the primary Tohaa Diplomatic Delegate, Maara Seegur. To
rescue her and her assistants would be a great public relations maneuver, and also a great
opportunity to take a look at any files or documents she might be carrying.
302 - Rescue and Medivac
Mission Objectives
-To evacuate the Tohaa Diplomatic Delegate (4 Obj Points)
-To evacuate a Tohaa Assistant (1 Obj Point each)
Classified Objectives
-1 Classified Objective (1 Obj Point)
Forces
Side A: 300 points
Side B: 300 points
Deployment
-Both players will deploy on opposite sides of the game table, in deployment zones 12
inches deep
-With debris still raining down from the destruction of the EveningStar the use of
Airborne Deployment levels 3, 4, and 5 is restricted.
Special Rules
Crash Coffin Markers
-The Crash Coffins are perfectly armoured and don’t suffer damage even when
affected by an attack, or by Template Weapons.
Multiple Objectives
-Immediately after both players deployment you will place 12 Crash-Coffin
markers using special rules
-For each Crash-Coffin place the Circular Template over the center of the table
and roll a d20 for direction and a d20X1.2 for distance
-If the objective would land on another objective, model, marker, or inside
a deployment zone reroll the result until it can land safely
-Randomly vary the direction that the 1 points so as not to create “lanes”
that the objectives will fall in
Imprecise Objective
-The zone of operations is covered by destroyed station debris so satellites are
not able to locate the survivors accurately.

-Immediately after reaching base contact with a Crash-Coffin roll on the following
table to see what it is.
D20 Roll

Result

1-9

Dead Passenger

10-18

Tohaa Passenger (roll a d20 again. 1-5 is Diplomatic Delegate 6-20 is an Assistant)

19-20

Damaged Crash Coffin (Automatic Explosion)*
-If Dead Passenger is rolled remove the Crash Coffin marker immediately.
-If Tohaa Passenger is rolled leave the Crash Coffin on the table in order to
rescue the V.I.P.
-If Automatic Explosion is rolled place a circular template centered on the Crash
Coffin and all models and markers underneath suffer DMG 13. Then remove the
Crash Coffin marker.
-This may be avoided by the Short Skill/ARO Dodge and passing a PH-3
-There is only 1 Tohaa Diplomatic Delegate and 5 Tohaa Assistants. After all
V.I.P.s are located, it is automatically assumed all other Crash Coffins contain
non-valid objectives and are removed from the game table.
-After Dead Passenger and Damaged Crash Coffin results have been rolled a
combined 6 times, it is automatically assumed all other Crash Coffins roll the
Tohaa Passenger result when a model makes base contact.
Re-Animate Tohaa Passenger - Short Skill
-A specialist troop must be in base contact with a Crash-Coffin that has been
identified as as containing a Tohaa Passenger
-By passing a WIP Normal Roll you will place the Tohaa Passenger in base
contact with the Crash-Coffin and then remove the Crash-Coffin
-Doctor and Paramedics receive a +3 to the roll
-Doctors can make use of G:Servants when making this roll.
Tohaa Passengers
-Once the Tohaa Panssengers are re-animated they are treated as neutral
civilians who are unconscious
-Players may CASEVAC with the Tohaa Passengers who are treated as having
PH10
-Unlike normal template attacks the explosions from a Damaged Crash Coffin will
affect the Tohaa Passengers.
-If this explosion does kill on the of the Tohaa Passengers they player
who triggered the explosion will suffer either -1 Obj Point (Tohaa
Assistant) or -4 Obj Points (Tohaa Diplomatic Delegate)
-This can take your total to negative during the course of the game
-Any negative objective points count as zero when calculating XP
earned

Evacuate - Short Skill
-A trooper must be in base contact with their evacuation zone and in the
CASEVAC state
-Without needed a roll, at the end of the order that this skill was declared if the
trooper is not in a null state evacuate the trooper and CASEVAC’d model and
remove them from the game table.
-Evacuated models are not considered casualties but do not generate orders to
your order pool.
-If your Lieutenant evacuates from the game table then you will be in Loss of
Lieutenant on your next turn
Evacuation Zones
-Each players evacuation zones are the back board edges of their respective
deployment zones.
Specialist Troops
-Only Hackers, Engineers, Forward Observers, Chain of Command, and
Specialist Operatives are considered specialists for this mission
End of Mission
-The mission will end at the end of the third game turn and any Tohaa Passengers who
have not been evacuated to receive medical assistance, will fall into a deep coma that
the players cannot awake them from.
Narrative Mode - 1
Side A: 300 points + “Neko” Oyama (Not applying cost or SWC)
Must always be the Japanese Secessionist Army
Side B: 300 points + 1 Skiavoro Lieutenant (Not applying cost or SWC)
Must always be a combined Army generic army
Narrative Mode - 2
Side A: 300 points
May be any generic or sectorial army
Side B: 325 points
Must always be a Combined Army generic or sectorial army

After rescuing a Tohaa Diplomatic Delegate, you must now extract her from the planet's surface
as soon as possible. The fastest way is to use the O-12 orbital launch platform located in neutral
Nostralian territory. First each force must hack the security system of the launch platform in
order to gain unrestricted access. Once this has been achieved, they must escort their Tohaa
Diplomatic Delegate inside, load her into one of the Extraction Capsules, and program the
extraction for high noon, the moment at which the transorbital ship will pass over the platform.
This is a one time extraction window and if it is missed you will not get a second chance.
However, yours is not the only faction trying to evacuate a Tohaa Diplomatic Delegate and if
you are able to snatch and extract her as well, your victory will be twice as valuable. Due to the
dual nature of this mission, High Command has designated this mission as an “Escort and Hunt”
operation.
Mission 303 - Departure at Noon
Mission Objectives
-To Dominate the Launch Platform at the end of each Game Turn (1 Obj Point each)
-To evacuate your Tohaa Diplomatic Delegate via an Extraction Capsule at the end of
the game (3 Obj Points)
-To capture the enemy’s Tohaa Diplomatic Delegate at the end of the game (1 Obj Point)
-To evacuate the enemy Tohaa Diplomatic Delegate via an Extraction Capsule at the
end of the game (2 additional Obj Points)
Classified Objectives
-1 Classified Objective (1 Obj Point)
Forces
Side A: 300 points
Side B: 300 points
Deployment
-Both players will deploy on opposite sides of the game table in deployment zones 12
inches deep.
-You are not allowed to deploy anything inside of the Launch Platform
Special Rules
Launch Platform
-The Launch Platform is a building of area 8X8in that is considered to have walls
of infinite height that completely block LOF.
-If due to Dispersion a figure lands on the Launch Platform then 8in will be added
to take them out of the Launch Platform.
Launch Platform Access Points
-The Access Points are considered Wide Gate and being Monofilament Mesh do
not block LOF

-While the Monofilament Mesh is active any trooper passing thru the gate must
make an ARM save against DMG 12 monofilament ammo.
Deactivate the Monofilament Mesh - Short Skill
-A Specialist Troop must be in base contact with a Security System Console
-By passing a WIP Normal Roll you may deactivate the Monofilament Mesh on
ONE of the Access Points
-Engineers and Hackers receive a +3 to the roll.
Dominate the Launch Platform
-At the end of each Game Turn both players will count up the number of army
points they have inside the Launch Platform.
-Only models and markers will be counted.
-The player with the most Army Points is considered to be dominating the Launch
Platform
Board the Extraction Capsule - Short Skill
-The Tohaa Diplomatic Delegate must be in base contact with an Extraction
Capsule
-Without needing a roll the Tohaa Diplomatic Delegate will board the Extraction
Capsule at the end of the order.
Program an Extraction Capsule - Short Skill
-A Specialist Troop must be in base contact with a loaded Extraction Capsule
-By succeeding at a Normal WIP roll you will successfully Program the Extraction
Capsule
-You may attempt to reprogram an already programed Extraction Capsule but
you will suffer a -3 modifier to your WIP roll
-By succeeding you will reprogram the Extraction Capsule with your
coordinates and un-program it for your opponent.
-Hackers and Engineers receive a +3 to both rolls.
Tohaa Diplomatic Delegates
-Both players will have 1 Tohaa Diplomatic Delegate in their army
-You will use the neutral civilian rules for this model
-The Tohaa Diplomatic Delegate must be deployed in your deployment zone
synchronized with one of your models
Specialist Troops
-Only Hackers, Engineers, Doctors, Paramedics, Forward Observers, Specialist
Operatives, and Chain of Command will be considered specialists.
End of Mission

-The Mission will concluded at the end of the third game turn or at the end of the player
turn that they started in Retreat.

The information obtained from the Tohaa Diplomatic Delegate allowed the decryption of the
tangled data from the Alien Black Box. This has led to the discovery of the T’zechi Digester
hidden inside a previously undiscovered Cosmolite. It is vital to infiltrate a group of specialists
that can deactivate the main defenses, activate the Power Core, divert power to the elevators,
and finally secure the inner control room. From there they can open the access gates and make
a map of the alien complex so the rest of the combat force can enter and take the safest path
towards the T’zechi Digester.
Mission 401 - Breaking and Entering
Mission Objectives
-To disconnect the Anti-Intruder Monofilament Mesh on your half of the table (1 Obj
Point)
-To divert energy to activate a Security Elevator (1 Obj Point)
-To evacuate at least one troop using the Security Elevators (2 Obj Points)
-To evacuate your Datatracker using the Security Elevators (1 Obj Point)
-To control the Cosmolite Intranet (3 Obj Points)
Classified Objectives
-1 Classified Objective (2 Obj Points)
HVT’s will not be deployed this mission and all classifieds that require an HVT will be redrawn.
Forces
Side A: 300 points
Side B: 300 points
Deployment
-Both players will deploy on opposite sides of the game table in deployment zones 12in
deep.
-You may not deploy in the Cosmolite Interior Area
-Troops possessing Infiltration, Impersonation, or Airborne Deployment who are
deploying on their own half of the game table deploy as usual using these skills
-Troops deploying on the enemy half of the table must replace their usual roll with a
PH-6 (WIP-6 for Impersonation) roll
-If this roll is failed then that trooper will be considered DEAD and removed from
the game table.
-This roll cannot receive any other MODs
-Troops may choose to not deploy with the Infiltration skill if they wish.
Special Rules
Access Hatches
-There are only two access hatches on each exterior wall of the Cosmolite
-They must each be represented by a Narrow Gate Marker

-Due to the passing of time they have become blocked and must be destroyed in
order for troops to pass thru
-Only CC Attacks with the Anti-Material Trait can damage them
-The Access Hatches are ARM 5 BTS 6 and STR 2
-You may also detonate the Access Hatches without a roll, by placing 2
D-charges on 1 Access Hatch and then detonating both of them with a
single short skill spent on an Engineer.
-The inside of each Access Hatch is covered by an Anti-Intruder Monofilament
Mesh
-If any trooper passes thru an Access Hatch before the Monofilament
Mesh is disconnected they must make a DMG 12 ARM save against
Monofilament ammo
Disconnect the Monofilament Mesh - Short Skill
-A Specialist Troop must be in base contact with an Access Console
-By passing a WIP Normal Roll you will successfully disconnect the Anti-Intruder
Monofilament Mesh on BOTH Access Hatches on that side of the table
-Engineers and Hackers receive a +3 to the roll
-You may make use of G:Servants to make this roll
Turn On the Power Core - Short Skill
-A Specialist Troop must be in base contact with an OFF Power Core
-By succeeding at a WIP Normal Roll you will successfully turn on the Power
Core
-Engineers and Hackers receive a +3 to this roll
Divert Power to Security Elevator - Short Skill
-A Specialist Troop must be in base contact with a Power Control Console AND
the Power Core must be turned on.
-By succeeding at a WIP Normal Roll you will divert power to one of the Security
Elevators and remove the disabled marker next to it
-If this roll is failed by 3 or more then ALL models inside the Cosmolite Interior
Area must make a BTS save against E/M DMG 13
-A roll of 20 always discharges the E/M field
-Engineers and Hackers receive a +3 to the roll
-You may make use of G:Servants to make this roll
Security Elevators
-Security Elevators start with a Disabled token on them
-By spending a Short Movement Skill you may load or unload a trooper into a
Security Elevator that does not have a Disabled token on it
-Troopers loaded into Security Elevator do not have LOF to anyone other
then themselves and cannot be targeted by attacks other than CC

-By spending an Entire Order Long Skill on the loaded trooper you may Evacuate
a Loaded Trooper into the Control Cabin
-After Evacuating you must then place a Disabled Token next to the
Security Elevator
-At the end of each Game Turn power is discharged thru the Security Elevators
instantly killing anyone inside and Disabling the Security Elevators.
-Troops that are evacuated thru the Security Elevators are not considered
casualties but do not provide their order to the order pool
-If your LT is evacuated then you will be in LoL on your next player turn.
Specialist Troops
-Only Hackers, Engineers, Paramedics, Doctors, Forward Observers, and troops
possessing Chain of Command are considered Specialist Troops for this mission.
Retreat
-Commanders know that there is no turning back during this Mission. This means
that Retreat rules are not in effect for this mission.
End of Mission
-The Mission will end at the end of the 3rd Game Turn
-At the end of the mission, each player makes a mass face-to-face roll with as many WIP
Rolls as Specialist Troops that he managed to Evacuate to the Control Cabin
-Players will then compare their results and whoever wins this mass Face-to-Face roll
will control the Cosmolite Intranet
Campaign Bonus
-If you won Mission 303 then you will receive an additional +3 modifier to disconnect the
Anti-Intruder Monofilament Mesh and to Turn on the Power Core.

Thought you have managed to penetrate into the interior of the Cosmolite you must now keep
pushing forward into the core. However after forcing your way into the hidden areas of the
Cosmolite in the previous mission, the automatic security system was activated, flooding all the
sections with an insidious and lethal airborne virus. The Tohaa security protocols will not allow
access to the Cosmolite’s core to anybody who has not been previously decontaminated in the
Decontamination Chambers.
Mission 402 - Contaminated Area
Mission Objectives
-To Activate one Decontamination Chamber (1 Obj Point once)
-To Decontaminate a troop in a Decontamination Chamber (1 Obj Point once)
-To Infiltrate a troop into the Cosmolite Core thru the Access Gates (1 Obj Point once)
-To Infiltrate your Datatracker thru the Access Gates (2 Obj Points)
-To Infiltrate more Army Points then your Opponent thru the Access Gates (3 Obj Points)
Classified Objectives
-2 Classified Objectives (1 Obj Point each)
HVT’s will not be deployed this mission and all classifieds that require an HVT will be redrawn.
Forces
Side A: 300points + Campaign Bonus
Side B: 300points + Campaign Bonus
Deployment
-Both players will deploy on opposite sides of the game table, in an area 12 inches deep
-This mission takes place inside of a building so Levels 3, 4, and 5 of Airborne
Deployment cannot be used.
Special Rules
Infected
-At the beginning of each Game Turn before counting Orders both players must
make a PH roll modified by BTS for each marker and figure in his army on the
table that possesses the Wounds attribute.
-If this roll is failed the model is revealed, remove any Decontamination
Markers they have, and an Infected Marker is placed next to them
-A roll of 20 is always a failure regardless of BTS
-If this roll is passed nothing happens and the model does not lose its
marker state if it had one to begin with
-When a model receives its second Infected Token they immediately succumb to
the virus and are removed from the table as a casualty and their Order will not be
added to the Order Reserve.

-Troops with Symbiont Armour Active that receive a second Infected
marker do not die but shred their Symbiont Armour and pass directly to
Symbiont Armour Inactive state
Treat the Infection - Short Skill
-A Doctor must be in base contact with a trooper with an Infected Marker or must
have an Infected Marker himself
-By succeeding at a WIP Normal Roll you may remove the Infected Marker from
the model being treated
-You may make use of models with G: Servant to perform this skill
-Troops with the Doctor Plus skill receive a +3 to this roll
-Failing this roll results in nothing happening
Activate a Decontamination Chamber - Short Skill
-A Specialist Troop must be in base contact with an Inactive Decontamination
Chamber
-By succeeding at a WIP Normal Roll you will successfully activate the
Decontamination Chamber
-You may NOT make use of Repeaters or models with G: Servant to
perform this skill
-Doctors and Engineers receive a +3 to the roll
Use a Decontamination Chamber - Short Skill
-A figure or marker must be in base contact with an Active Decontamination
Chamber
-By spending the short skill and without a roll place a Decontamination Marker on
the figure after the order is complete.
-The Decontamination Chamber is small and can only Decontaminate 1
figure per order
Unseal an Access Gate - Short Skill
-A Specialist Troop must be in base contact with a blocked Access Gate
-By succeeding at a WIP Normal Roll the Access Gate will be unsealed and
troops can pass thru it
-Engineers receive a +3 to the roll
Access Gates
-To pass thru the Access Gate a figure must possess a Decontamination Marker
and finish a Move Action with their entire base off the table
-The Access Gates are represented by Wide Gate Markers
-Due to the Security Protocols, troops must cross the Access Gates one by one,
it is not allowed to use Coordinated Orders or Fireteams to make multiple troops
cross the Access Gates

-A troop that manages to exit the game table thru an Access Gate cannot be
counted as a casualty but does not add his Order to the Order Pool
-If the LT exits the game table then that players army will be in Loss of
Lieutenant on his next Player Turn
Campaign Bonus
-If you managed to exit at least 1 trooper thru the Security Elevator in Mission 401 then
you receive an addition 10 Army Points this Mission as reinforcements join your force.
Retreat
-Commanders know that there is no turning back during this Mission. This means
that Retreat rules are not in effect for this mission.
End of Mission
-The Mission will end at the end of the 3rd Player Turn
Narrative Mode
Side A: 275 Points + Aquiles (Without applying Cost or SWC)
Must always be an ALEPH Assault Sub-Section Sectorial Army
Side B: 350 Points
Must always be a Tohaa Army

You have finally reached the core of the Cosmolite, where the T’zechi Digester is located.
However, there is little time to rest as the many intense battles along the way have affected the
inner structure of the Cosmolite, which is threatening to collapse on the heads of the raiders.
The debris have already blocked your entrance into the core, so the only exit is to ride on the
evacuation platform of the T’zechi Digester itself. Your forces must move quickly to secure the
area, eradicating any adversaries and keeping the Launching Platform free from debris.
Mission 403- Collapse
Mission Objectives
-Eradicate the enemy forces
-Keep the T’zechi Launching Platform free from debris
Forces
Side A: 300 points + Campaign Bonus
Side B: 300 points + Campaign Bonus
Deployment
-Both players will deploy on opposite sides of the game table, in a deployment zone 12in
deep
-The Mission takes place inside of the Cosmolite so any level of Airborne Deployment
cannot be used
-You may not deploy in base contact with the T’zechi Launching Platform
Special Rules
Structural Integrity Affected
-The Cosmolite’s structure, severely affected by the passage of time and the
recent fights, has started to collapse causing great blocks of debris and rubble to
fall on and around the troops inside.
-At the beginning of each Game Turn, before either player counts orders, a roll to
place a number of Debris Templates will be made
-The number of Debris Templates will be equal to the current Game Turn
-ex. 1 on Turn 1, 2 on Turn 2, 3 on Turn 3, etc…
-Each Debris Template will be placed by putting a circular template over the
center of the table and rolling 2D20. The first will determine the direction and the
second will be the distance X 1.2
-Randomize where the 1 on the Circular Template points with each
subsequent roll
-If the center of any Debris Template falls outside the table then reroll the
results
-Any trooper under the Debris Template final position may declare a Dodge ARO
at PH-3

-If this roll is passed then the model will be moved the least amount of
distance to the edge of the template
-if this roll is failed or cannot be made (model is Immobilized, for example)
then they pass directly to a Dead state and are removed from the table.
Debris Template
-Debris Templates stay on the game table for the duration of the game and are
considered to the infinite height, block LOF, and provide cover.
T’zechi Launching Platform
-The T’zechi Launching Platform is reinforced so it will not suffer damage if a
Debris Template falls on it.
-The T’zechi Launching Platform must be represented by an Alien Tech Marker
(40mm diameter) or a scenery piece with the same diameter.
Clear the T’zechi Launching Platform - Short Skill
-A Specialist Troop or Troop possessing Minesweeper must be in base contact
with a Debris Template that is overlapping the T’zechi Launching Platform
-By succeeding at PH roll you may place a token on the Debris Template
-When a Debris Template has 2 tokens on it then remove it from the table
-Engineers and models possessing Minesweeper receive a +3 to this roll
-Models with G:Servant may be used to perform this skill but they receive a -3 to
the roll
No Exit
-The access points to the Cosmolite’s core are blocked by debris, so no troops
deployed in this scenario can leave the game table. This means that the retreat
rules are not applied in this Mission.
-In addition no model may voluntarily leave the game table
Campaign Bonus
-If you managed to evacuate at least 1 model thru the Access Gates in Mission
402 then you receive an additional 10 Army Points for this mission.
-If you managed to evacuate at least 1 model in both missions 401 and 402 then
you receive an additional 20 Army Points for this mission.
End of Mission
-This Mission will end immediately when a during a Player’s Order Count Phase they
have no orders in their pools.
-This Mission will only have a Winner if when the game ends the T’zechi Launching
Platform is clear of Debris Templates allowing for the evacuation of the winning sides
models. Otherwise the scenario will be considered a draw.

Narrative Mode
Side A: 250 points + Achilles + Phoenix, Myrmidon veteran Officer (Without applying
Cost or SWC for either)
Must always be an ALEPH Assault Sub-Section sectorial army
Side B: 275 points + 1 Avatar Lieutenant (Without applying Cost or SWC)
Must always be a Combined Army generic or sectorial army

